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Introduction 
UF Online continued to grow and develop during the 2014-2015 academic year.  The various goals and metrics established by 

the comprehensive business plan were met or exceeded, and the “launch” phase was completed successfully.  The second or 

“adolescent” phase has begun with renewed energy, new possibilities, and a reassessment of the forecasted 10 year 

trajectory. 

Among the many new potential “change-making” factors in this initiative are: 

1. A new Director of UF Online; 
2. A new admissions program Pathway to Campus Enrollment (PaCE) for UF Online; 
3. Leadership in a new, major consortium, UNIZIN; 
4. Leadership and participation in a Personalized Learning Consortium (PLC), a working group of APLU; 
5. Completion of membership recruiting for Online Learning Institute (OLI) and establishment of the needed space 

and budget; 
6. A review and reconsideration of the current public/private partnership; 
7. A review and consideration of a “joint venture” with a Brazilian company to develop dual degree options 

through UF Online. 
 

All of this is occurring in a world of change or disruptive innovation.  A growing number of public and private universities view 

online learning as a critical element in their current strategic planning.  The increasing sophistication of the online modality 

and the rapid infusion of learner-centered technology has contributed to a growth rate in enrollments of close to 8% annually 

compared to a growth in total enrollment in higher education of just over 1% annually.   

Michael Brown, in a recent paper for EDUCAUSE, noted several features of this ecosystem that resonate with our experience. 

1. Ubiquity of digital ownership. 
A recent study of student ownership of smartphones and tablets concluded 90% and 58% respectively and in 
both cases these devices are used directly for academics by most owners. 

2. Rapid change in learning space. 
The evidence indicates that not only is the teaching/learning space expanding to importantly include the 
asynchronous “virtual” space but as Brown notes, “student sound”, students formulating a custom, multi-
institutional pathway to a degree, has become more prevalent. 

3. Adaptive Learning and Learning Analytics. 
The real time utilization of learning analytics made possible by evolving technologies has provided a viable 
pathway for learning-centered, user-feasible adaptive learning. 

4. De-compartmentalizing the ecosystem of higher education. 
Institutional space and disciplinary boundaries are becoming less important in the repository world.  UNIZIN, a 
consortium of “major universities”, is working towards a repository for digital objects that can be utilized across 
the consortium. 

 

All of these instances are currently on the “radar” of UF Online.  The program is either participatory or piloting or researching 

each of these elements as we maintain our cutting edge in content quality and platform robustness. 
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Organizational Structure 
Since its inception, UF Online has had an Interim Director (except for a three month period).  The Associate Provost for 

Teaching and Technology has served in that capacity and, in so doing, has developed an interest, some knowledge, and 

important contacts in the Online Learning World.  The recent appointment of Ms. Evangeline Cummings as the Director of UF 

Online has enabled UF to put in place an organizational structure that takes advantage of the experience gained and 

maintained the important role that UF Online occupies in the portfolio of programs offered by the University. 

Figure (1) is the organizational chart that will capture the intentions noted. 

 

UF Online has “dotted”” line relationships with the major support units of the University: IT, Enrollment Management, and 

Student Services. These units have in-unit expertise dedicated to the online programs and students with a clear responsibility 

to provide the quality support consistent with online programs of excellence. 

Public/Private Partnership 
The University has contracted with Pearson Learning Solutions since the inception of UF Online in January 2014 as a response 

to the question, “can we, in house, perform the necessary functions for distinction as efficiently and effectively as a private 

partner.” The Strategic Planning Management Team concluded that, at least in the startup phase, the answer to that question 

was “no.” However, it was noted that the timeline for performance measurement was the short run if not immediately. 
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General Overview 
The University of Florida and Pearson have partnered to market, recruit, and retain students for the suite of bachelor degree 

programs referred to as UF Online. Leveraging UF’s brand, reputation, credentials, and awards, Pearson creates, publishes and 

optimizes marketing campaigns. Those campaigns build awareness of UF Online programs and drive interest into the 

recruitment process via direct response properties. Pearson Enrollment Coaches field telephone and online requests for 

information generated through the program marketing. After screening the inquiries, Enrollment Coaches support the 

prospective students as they complete their application using a skillful coach approach in which building relationships and 

having a responsive communication plan is at the core. Upon review and acceptance by UF, students are paired with a 

Pearson Student Support Program Coach who outlines the keys to success, has proactive check-ins, and generally supports the 

students as they progress in their field of study. The cross functional team approach allows Pearson to identify trends and 

optimize strategies. 

The team at Pearson consists of 30 fully-dedicated individuals and over 40 additional support personnel.  

Future of the Partnership 
After 18 months of service delivery, it was evident that Pearson had not met key performance indicators associated with out-

of-state students, and on June 24, 2015, they were served notice of an intent to terminate the existing agreement.  

Subsequently at their request, a meeting was held on July 22, 2015, to discuss the notice of intent and to explore the 

possibility of a changed but continuing relationship between the parties.  That conversation continues today. It appears that 

the outcome will be a full termination or a continuation with a revised services list and business model. 
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Outcomes 

Recruitment 

Structure and Strategy 
The UF Online recruitment operation is a dynamic one 

between the internal recruitment team at Pearson and the 

UF Online OneStop team. Pearson’s recruitment team 

working closely with the UF OneStop are dedicated to 

following up with the 5,000+ monthly requests for 

information (RFIs). 

RFIs are funneled through the recruitment process utilizing a 

skillful coach approach.  Enrollment Coordinators are the 

first point of contact and assist in answering basic questions 

with the intention of determining preliminary eligibility 

based on the requirements for First Time in College (FTIC), 

Lower-Division and Upper-Division applicants.  Once the general eligibility status of an RFI has been determined, an 

Enrollment Coach addresses program specific requirements with the prospect and assists him or her through the application 

process.  During this process, communication between the Enrollment Coaches and OneStop is essential. Both parties work 

collaboratively to ensure that applicant documentation is completed in order to allow the colleges at UF to render decisions. 

In-State vs Out-of-State 

Leads 
Attracting qualified out-of-state applicants remains a focus for our efforts. Our marketing efforts continue to expand and 

adapt to the out-of-state market. As a result we are attracting a growing number of leads from outside of the state as 

demonstrated in the chart below which shows an increasing volume of leads across the board but particularly among out-of-

state prospects. Lead generation alone is not adequate. Making sure that the leads we receive are well-qualified and then 

converting them into applicants is the work of our recruitment team.  

 

Note: The issue of “Unknown” leads was fixed in 2015. All channels now report on this data element. 
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Year over Year New Students 
Brand awareness is strong in the state of Florida. The 2014 spring and summer enrollment performance illustrated that, with 

over 90% of the student population coming from the state of Florida. 

2014 In State 

% of New  

Students Out of State 

% of New 

Students 

Total  

Students 

Spring 95 93% 7 7% 102 

Summer 64 91% 6 9% 70 

 

In Q4 of 2014 recruitment along with marketing put a strong focus on increasing the out-of-state population. The first effort 

was to increase the geo-targeting of RFIs to capture more out-of-state inquiries. There is some latency involved with launching 

new initiatives, thus the effect was not completely realized by the spring 2015 term. However, the overall population of out-

of-state students from spring 2014 to spring 2015 did increase by 186%. We saw increases between the summer 2014 and 

summer 2015 terms as well. The out-of-state student population increased 317%.  This was a higher percentage growth from 

the previous spring term. Typically summer terms enroll a fraction of the population of students as compared to spring or fall 

terms, thus the fact that the summer 2015 term enrolled 5 more out-of-state students than the spring 2015 term is 

statistically significant.  

2015 In State 

% of New  

Students Out of State 

% of New 

Students 

Total  

Students 

Spring  221 92% 20 8% 241 

Summer 145 85% 25 15% 170 

 

Year over Year Conversion Trends 

Comparison of Spring Terms 
UF Online has seen growth year over year in every phase of the recruitment process for the spring term.  Completed 

applications grew by 64% from spring 2014 to spring 2015.  Acceptance rates increased from 42% in spring 2014 to 57% in 

spring 2015.  Enrollments grew by 136% from spring 2014 to spring 2015. 

 Spring 2014 Spring 2015 

Completed Applications 321 525 

Admitted 135 297 

Denied 186 228 

Enrolled 102 241 

 

While we did have some successes in growth in the aforementioned categories, we also identified that our out-of-state 

audience typically converts at a lower percentage than in-state. However year over year comparisons for spring 2014 to spring 

2015 for in-state and out-of-state applications both show positive trends. In-state completed applications grew by 43% and 
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out-of-state grew by 406% from spring 2014 to spring 2015.  In-state acceptance rates went from 43% to 59% and out-of-state 

grew from 22% to 44%.  In-state enrollments increased by 133% and out-of-state enrollments increased by 186%.  

 

 

 

*Based on 

admission prior 

to residency 

verification 

Comparison of Summer Terms 
The summer term provides a lot of challenges from a recruitment perspective.  Traditionally the enrollment numbers are a 

fraction of spring or fall. Nevertheless UF Online was able to see growth year over year in every phase of the recruitment 

process for the summer term. Completed applications grew by 100%, acceptance rates increased from 34% in summer 2014 

to 47% in summer 2015, and enrollments increased by 143% year over year. 

 Summer 2014 Summer 2015 

Completed Applications 237 474 

Admitted 81 218 

Denied 156 252 

Enrolled 70 170 

 

The summer term continued the momentum of spring’s positive year over year trends for both in-state and out-of-state. In-

state completed applications increased by 81% from summer 2014 to summer 2015 and out-of-state increased by 209%. The 

in-state acceptance rates increased from 39% to 51% in addition to the out-of-state rates increasing from 6% to 28%.  In state 

enrollments increased by 127% and out-of-state increased by 317%.  This is attributed to the increasing knowledge and 

understanding of not only the UF Online audience, but of the Pearson recruitment team’s continual evolution and 

convergence with UF policies, practices and overall knowledge.   

Successes 
Through collaboration and constant communication, Pearson and UF are making progress.  This has resulted in many 

successes over the past year.  We have seen an increases both in completed applications year over year in the acceptance 

rates of those completed applications.  

Enrollment & Retention  

Comprehensive Business Plan Expectations 
The Comprehensive Business Plan established 4 basic metrics related to enrollment: headcount (i.e. unique students), 

enrollments (number of classes taken), credit hours, and tuition revenue. The table and chart below contain data related to 

those 4 indicators for the 2014-2015 academic year. This table and chart demonstrate how UF Online has performed so far in 

relation to the expectations laid out in the business plan. (See Appendix 6: Academic Year Summaries for additional data.) 

Spring 2014 In State Out-of-State 

Completed Applications 303 18 

Admitted 131 *4 

Denied 172 14 

Enrolled 95 7 

Spring 2015 In State Out-of-State 

Completed Applications 435 90 

Admitted 257 40 

Denied 178 50 

Enrolled 221 20 
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  In-State Out-of-State Total 

AY 2015 Actual Model % Actual Model % Actual Model % 

Headcount 1,229 990 124% 90 315 29% 1,319 1,304 101% 

Enrollments 5,785 3,370 172% 338 1,271 27% 6,123 4,641 132% 

Hours 20,514 10,110 203% 1,071 3,814 28% 21,585 13,924 155% 

Tuition* $2,213,624 $1,137,376 195% $374,339 $1,621,035 23% $2,587,963 $2,758,410 94% 

 

 

* The tuition amounts are for tuition received after waivers (e.g. EEP) have been granted. These amounts do include repeat course surcharge fees. 

We can glean some important insights upon consideration of these data: 

1. UF Online is near or above the overall expectations for all 4 benchmarks. 

2. While we are largely on target, it is not for the reasons expected. Instead the actual performance of UF Online is 

differing at three points: 

a. We have more in-state students than expected. 

b. We have not yet been able to enroll as many out-of-state students as expected. 

c. UF Online students are enrolling in more classes for many more credits than expected. This third point 

helps to explain why the total tuition revenue is near the benchmark despite the fact that we have not 

been able to attract the expected number of out-of-state students. 

Comparing Spring 2014 to Spring 2015 
Comparison of key metrics from the spring 2014 and spring 2015 semesters shows the progress we are making.  

Term Headcount Enrollments Credit Hours Tuition 

2014 Spring 596 1,407 5,260 $574,360 

2015 Spring 965 2,501 8,601 $1,051,679 

 162% 178% 164% 183% 
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Comparison of Fall Applications 
While we do not yet have accurate numbers on 

enrollments for the fall 2015 semester, we have seen a 

215% increase in the number of FTIC and transfer 

applications to UF Online for this fall term as compared 

to fall 2014. Applications from FTIC students have 

increased at an even higher rate.  

Term FTIC 
Apps 

Transfer 
Apps 

FTIC & Transfer 
Apps 

2014 Fall 53 566 619 

2015 Fall 247 1,488 1,735 

% Increase 466% 263% 280% 

 
    

Comparison of Fall Admits 
The number of admitted students has also seen a 

significant increase although the rate of that increase 

has not matched the rate of increase in the number of 

applications.  

Term FTIC 
Admits 

Transfer 
Admits 

FTIC & Transfer 
Admits 

2014 Fall 22 282 304 

2015 Fall 62 479 541 

% Increase 282% 170% 178% 

 

Fall 2015 Headcount Projections 
For the fall 2015 semester, we anticipate that the number of new and continuing students will be over 1,500 (not including 

nearly 220 PaCE students) as compared to 890 students in fall 2014. 
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Student Demographics for Spring 2015 
The tables below contain demographic and other information about the students enrolled in the spring 2015 semester.  

% Age - Average: 30 

2.01% < 20 

32.73% 20 - 24 

22.56% 25 - 29 

16.21% 30 - 34 

10.81% 35 - 39 

6.89% 40 - 44 

8.79% => 45 

 

% Gender 

52.65% Female 

47.25% Male 
 

% FTIC/Transfer 

10.59% First Time in College* 

89.41% Transfer 

* Includes both FTIC’s who began as in UF 
Online and who began as FTIC’s at UF before 
UF Online was established.  
 

% Residency 

91.74% FL Resident 

8.26% non-FL Resident 
 

% Ethnicity 

3.50% Asian (incl. Indian subcontinent) 

8.16% Black (non-Hispanic) 

14.72% Hispanic 

1.17% American Indian or Alaskan Native 

0.64% Nonresident Alien 

0.32% Hawaiian Pacific Islander 

67.69% White (non-Hispanic) incl. middle-
eastern peoples 

3.81% Not reported 
 

 

Persistence Rates for Spring 2015 
Online undergraduate programs often struggle to retain their students. From the outset UF Online has made every effort to 

keep our students engaged and on track. Overall the persistence rate for UF Online is nearly 90%. The table below shows the 

persistence rate of returning students from the fall 2014 to the spring 2015 terms. 

Persistence Rate by Major 
Fall 2014 

Enrollment 
Fall 2014 Total 
minus Grads 

Spring 2015 
Enrollment 

Persistence 
Rate 

Biology 1 1   

Criminology 104 97 84 87% 

Business 541 484 427 88% 

Geology 7 7 5 71% 

Health Education 93 88 77 88% 

Environmental Management 21 20 20 100% 

Psychology 45 45 36 80% 

Sport Management 76 66 53 80% 

Telecommunication 4 4 4 100% 

Total 892 812 706 87% 

Graduates 
The table below shows the number of graduates from UF Online by term and college.  

Term CALS WCBA HHP CLAS Total 

2014 Spring 2 40 16 2 60 

2014 Summer  50 11 4 65 

2014 Fall 1 58 15 8 82 

2015 Spring 3 44 8 13 68 

2015 Summer 1 39 19 5 64 

Total 7 231 69 32 339 

Majors and Minors 

Majors 
The original plan called for the University of Florida to launch 35 degree programs online by academic year 2018-2019. 
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Through the 2014-2015 academic year, 10 degree programs have been offered in UF Online. By fall 2015, an additional three 

degree programs will be offered. These are Bachelor of Arts in Geography, Bachelor of Arts in Sociology and a Bachelor of Arts 

in Anthropology. In spring 2016 a Bachelor of Science in Nursing will be launched. The table below lists all fourteen majors. 

College Major 
2014-2015 

AY  
2015 
Fall 

2016 
Spring 

CLAS B.A. in Anthropology  Y Y 

CLAS B.A. in Biology Y Y Y 

WCBA B.S. in Business Administration Y Y Y 

CLAS B.S. in Computer Science Y Y Y 

CLAS B.A. in Criminology & Law Y Y Y 

CALS B.S. in Environmental Management Y Y Y 

CLAS B.A. in Geology Y Y Y 

CLAS B.A. in Geography  Y Y 

HHP B.S. in Health Education & Behavior Y Y Y 

NR B.S. in Nursing   Y 

CLAS B.A. in Psychology Y Y Y 

CLAS B.A. in Sociology  Y Y 

HHP B.S. in Sport Management Y Y Y 

JM B.S. in Telecommunication Media & Society Y Y Y 

 

In the 2016-2017 academic year, UF Online is on track to add an additional five majors. These include Bachelor degrees in 

Economics, Finance, Digital Arts, Public Relations, and Industrial Systems Engineering.  Economics was originally slated for 

delivery in 2018-2019 but has been moved up two years due to student demand. 

The table below contains the majors originally proposed in business plan along with revisions to the plan. We continue to 

work with colleges and departments across campus to identify viable programs which address workforce needs in the state as 

well as student demand. 

 2013–14 2014–15 2015– 16 2016–17 2017– 18 2018– 19 

Original 
Plan 

 Business 
Administration 

 Sport 
Management 

 Criminology 

 Health 
Education 

 Environmental 
Management 

 Biology 

 Mechanical 
Engineering 

 Psychology 

 Telecom 

 Nursing 

 Industrial 
Engineering 

 Accounting 

 Sociology 

 Microbiology 
& Cell 
Science 

 Physiology & 
Kinesiology 

 Chemistry 

 Health Science 

 Civil Engineering 

 Public Relations 

 Elementary 
Education 

 Chemical 
Engineering 

 Journalism 

 Architecture 

 Computer 
Science 

 Political 
Science 

 Food Science 
& Human 
Nutrition 

 Economics 

 Electrical & 
Computer 
Engineering 

 Animal Science 

 History 

Revised 
Plan 

  Computer 
Science 

 Geology 

 Anthropology 

 Geography 

 Nursing 

 Digital Arts & 
Sciences 

 Economics 

 Finance 

 Industrial Systems 
Engineering 

 Microbiology 
& Cell Science 

 General 
Business w/ 
Accounting 
Minor 

 Chemistry 

 Civil 
Engineering 

 
Note: Most of the majors that have been eliminated are ones which continue to deal with the “hands on” needs perceived in 

required labs and/or senior projects. Majors such as Chemistry, Physiology and Kinesiology, Civil Engineering, and Mechanical 

Engineering fall into this category. These majors will be reconsidered once the “bootcamps” (scheduled for summer 2016 on 

campus and at research centers around Florida) are accepted as a solution. The other changes in the schedule of majors are 

changes in timing or elimination of non-existent resident majors (e.g. Elementary Education and Health Sciences). 
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Minors 
Minors in UF Online provides students with a richer academic experience. So far two minors are available to UF Online 

students with two more to be added in the coming academic year. 

Current Minors: 

 Business Administration 

 Sociology 

Minors to be Added in 2015-16 AY 

 Anthropology 

 Geology 

Course Production 

As of fall 2015, a total of 176 courses will have been created and made 

available to UF Online students.  An additional 46 courses are projected to 

be ready for their first offering in spring of 2016.  This will bring the 

projected total number of available UF Online courses to 222.  This number 

is not final as adjustments continue to be made to the spring production 

schedule.  This total includes 173 courses that fulfill individual program 

requirements.   

The average cost per three credit course was $19,744 for the 2014-15 fiscal 

year.  This was slightly lower than the projected $20,625.  The cost is 

expected to rise during the next fiscal year due to increased production for 

STEM courses and labs. 

 

 

General Education Courses 
The University General Education requirements apply to all undergraduate 
students regardless of platform.  Students must also complete courses that 
involve substantial writing. The University of Florida requirement is a total 
24,000 words.  As of spring, 2016 students will have 140 courses available to 
them to fulfill the General Education and Writing course requirements.  A 
full listing of general education courses can be found in Appendix 5. 
 
Of the total 222 courses that will have been created by spring of 2016, 112 
courses fulfill general education requirements and 76 of those courses will 
fulfill both general education and program requirements. 
 

General Ed Courses as of Spring 2016 (projected) 

Subject Areas Courses* 

Biological Sciences 10 

Physical Sciences 28 

Composition 6 

Diversity 10 

Humanities 18 

International 11 

Mathematics 12 

Social and Behavioral Sciences 35 

Writing 10 

Courses Developed by Spring 2016 (projected) 

Major Courses 

Anthropology 6 

Biology 8 

Business Administration 20 

Computer Science 12 

Criminology 15 

Environmental Management 25 

Geography 8 

Geology 9 

Health Education and Behavior 18 

Nursing 7 

Psychology 9 

Sociology 8 

Telecommunications 15 

Sport Management 13 

Total 173 

16%

35%

49%

Courses Fulfilling GenEd & 
Program Requirements 

(As of Spring 2016)

General Education Only

GenEd + Program

Program Only
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Total 140 

*Some courses fulfill multiple requirements 

e-Texts 
Electronic textbooks make it possible for online students to gain access to course materials efficiently, and in many cases more 

economically than print versions.  During the summer of 2015, 18% of the required course textbooks were available in 

electronic format.  The number of available e-texts increases to 22% for fall 2015.  Approximately half of the e-texts used for 

fall are Pearson materials that are integrated into the courses in the LMS. This integration is possible only because the Pearson 

materials are available to UF Online students at no direct cost to the student. Due to UF Online’s inability to charge students 

directly, the added convenience and seamless user experience is not available for content from other publishers. 

The Unizin consortium has recently purchased CourseLoad which has the potential to increase availability of e-texts as well as 

to increase student engagement.  The CourseLoad interface offers the following benefits: 

 Content is available through web browser or mobile apps 

 Instructors can create annotations 

 Students can ask questions within the e-text interface 

 Faculty can answer questions within the e-text interface 

 Students can create private notes or share with a team 

 Faculty can view notes created by students to identify areas for clarification 
 

Challenges involved with the potential use of CourseLoad include the need for all students enrolled in the course to purchase 

access. 

Evaluation of Programs & Faculty 

Quality Assurance 
Following the first offering, UF Online courses are peer reviewed to ensure that courses meet the UF Standards and Markers 

of Excellence.  The course review procedure includes: 

 UF Online staff check the course site for inclusion of “standard” course elements 

 One or more Faculty Quality Assurance Committee members review “student experience” elements which 

include: 

o Frequency and type of feedback 

o Video lecture duration and quality 

o Learning materials and activities 

o Course fosters active learning 

o Student-student, student-faculty, student-course material engagement 

 Director of the Office of Faculty Development and Teaching Excellence does a final check to ensure that review 

is accurate and helpful 

 Faculty member discusses review with instructional design team to determine a strategy for implementation of 

any course changes 

As of spring 2014 the QA committee has completed reviews of 89 courses.  Reviewers found the majority of courses to be 

well-organized and to provide good opportunities for active learning.  Opportunities for improvement were largely focused on 

video quality.   

Four of the six courses chosen to receive the 2015 Online Education Excellence Awards were UF Online courses. 
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 BSC2009L Laboratory in Biological Sciences 

 CHM1025 Introduction to General Chemistry 

 ENT4934 Social Entrepreneurship 

 HUN2201 Fundamentals of Human Nutrition 

It should be noted that the UF Online CHM1025 has been statistically proven to be as effective as the on-campus version of 

the course. 

The UF Standards and Markers of Excellence are currently undergoing the final stages of revision.  Many of the items which 

were previously “exemplary” have been made “standard.”  New “exemplary” items have been added, particularly in the area 

of instructional methods.  The proposed revised standards can be found in Appendix 2. 

Student Experience 
Every instructor teaching is evaluated by his/her students in accordance with a standard online student satisfaction survey. 

The evaluations are administered at the end of the courses and contain a common set of 15 questions and any number of 

additional questions that the faculty may insert for feedback and information. These evaluations also contain open-ended 

questions which solicit full student responses. The table and charts below contain a sample of evaluations from UF Online and 

in-residences students. 
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Overall UF Online students have rated their learning experience in the individual courses close to, or slightly better than on- 

campus students. The full list of questions and responses can be found in Appendix 3. 

  Spring 2014 Summer 2014 Fall 2014 Spring 2015 

UF Online Resident UF Online Resident UF Online Resident UF Online Resident 

Response Rate 36% 39% 34% 26% 33% 41% 40% 41% 

Overall rating of the instructor 4.26 4.26 4.32 4.39 4.23 4.19 4.32 4.25 

Amount learned 4.26 4.05 4.15 4.16 4.10 3.99 4.19 4.06 

Amount of effort required 4.10 3.99 4.14 4.00 4.17 3.97 4.19 3.98 

Difficulty of the subject matter 3.86 3.80 3.87 3.69 3.86 3.77 3.83 3.79 

The educational value (relevance) of 
this course 

4.16 4.05 4.19 4.04 4.13 4.01 4.19 4.09 

 

  

Academic Learning Compacts 
Each department has identified the knowledge, communication and critical thinking skills that comprise the Student Learning 

Outcomes (SLOs) for each program.  These skills, which are outlined in the Academic Learning Compacts (ALCs), will be 

acquired by each student as he/she moves through the program of study.  The UF Online ALCs are the same as those for 

resident students.  The SLOs are reported at the end of each academic year to the Office of Institutional Assessment.  The 

instruments used to measure progress are the same for both UF Online and campus students.  Reports from the 2013 – 2014 

academic year indicate that the progress of UF Online students is consistent with that of campus students. 

SACS 
The University and its programs were reviewed without comment by the SACS accrediting teams in December, 2014. The “no-

comments” outcome is consistent with the highest SACS approval standards, and UF Online was included in this extensive and 

intensive review. 

State Authorization 
The United States Department of Education regulation 4 C.F.R.§ 600.9(c) requires each educational institution to apply for and 

receive authorization to provide online/distance education courses in other states. 

The authorization requirements, as well the application processes, vary on a state-by-state basis.  The Distance & Continuing 

Education (DCE) department works with faculty and staff members across all colleges and departments within the University 

of Florida who have or may establish programs regarding existing and future applications in a concerted effort to comply with 

this regulation. 
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As of August 2015, the University of Florida is authorized to conduct Distance Learning programs in forty-nine states, the U.S. 

Virgin Islands, and the District of Columbia (authorization is pending in Minnesota). 

Revenues & Expenses 

Revenues* and Expenses: Actual and Budgeted For FY 2014-2015 
   FYE  

June 30, 2015  
Budget  
FY 2015  

Fav <Unfav> 
Variance 

Tuition    

 In-State 2,209,136 1,137,375  1,071,761  

 Out of State 359,627  1,621,035  (1,261,408) 

State Subsidy 5,000,000  5,000,000      

     

Total Revenue $7,568,763  $7,758,410  ($189,647) 

     

Expenses    

 Production 1,649,217  3,132,000  1,482,783  

 Delivery 1,008,258  3,420,000  2,411,742  

 Enrollment Management 248,029  794,169  546,140  

 Direct Administration 693,200  520,000   (173,200) 

 P3 Services 2,874,390  3,427,571  553,181  

 Overhead 24,832  528,631  503,799  

 Technology  383,352  1,341,443  958,091  

 Student Support 1,281,422  121,368   (1,160,054) 

     

Total Expenses $8,162,700  $13,285,182  $5,122,482  
     

Net Margin ($593,937) ($5,526,772) $4,932,835  

 

* Excludes Technology Fee, Capital Improvement Trust Fund Fee, and Financial Aid Fee. 

For FY 2014-15, UF Online has a positive $4,432,835 variance as compared to the budget projections.  Items to note in this 

financial summary include: 

1. The actual and forecasted revenue totals are approximately the same.  However, the composition of the tuition 

contribution to the total is significantly different.  Ninety-one percent (91%) of this actual tuition total was from 

in-state charges whereas the budgeted total forecasted forty-one percent (41%) would be the in-state 

contribution. 

2. The positive variance was a reflection of considerable savings on expenses.  Especially notable were the 

production and delivery differences, generally reflecting in the former unexpected efficiencies and in the latter, 

the in-state/out-of-state mix. 

3. The apparent overspend on student support resulted from reclassifying the 24/7 help desk expenses as student 

support rather than technology.  Using the budget classification schema, the student support balance would 

have a smaller negative variance and technology would have a smaller positive balance. 
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Tools 

Marketing 

Below are the primary components of our marketing strategy: 

 Position UF Online as the best value among top-tier undergraduate offerings available online.  

 Drive national and local lead generation through value, brand and degree-specific messages on targeted media 

channels.  

 Support through a world-class student enrollment experience. 

 Deliver on that promise with dedicated faculty using best-of-breed course design, hands-on student support, 

and access to the resources of a top US University. 

Target Audience 
Marketing’s target audiences are determined by student goals for in-state first time in college, in-state transfer, out-of-state 

first time in college and out-of-state transfer students. These segments guide the messaging and geo-targeting of media 

investment. In 2015, we have increased our investment in measurable media and in out-of-state lead generation. 

Continuing these efforts for the remainder of the year should result in a 102% increase in total lead flow, including 103% 

increase in out-of-state lead flow. 

Foundational messaging to support the marketing strategy: 

          

Messaging Strategy & Creative Assets 
The messaging strategy appeals to various audiences. The “Be Greater. Be a Gator.” Umbrella message is designed to deliver 

an integrated message across all touch points, with an emphasis on UF’s academic reputation and Gator pride.  Message is 

designed to be flexible and relevant to all audiences (FTIC/Transfer, in-state/out-of-state). 

Application of foundational messaging: 
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In effort to continuously improve response volume and quality, the following assets were created in Q2 2015. 

Landing Page 

 

 

Print Ad Banner Ad Brochure Social Media Ad 

   

 

 

These new creative assets provide a more vibrant look and feel that can create a strong connection to the brand while 

building upon the larger UF brand. These new assets will also provide for more customization of creative assets by audience as 

described below. 

 Programmatic images for program-specific campaigns 

 Imagery of younger demographic for homeschool/FTIC show 

 Blend of photos representing various ages and ethnicities on brochures 

 Alignment with UF style guide – feels like one family 
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Marketing Spend by Channel 
Below are amounts spent for marketing broken down by specific channels. The first table and chart contain the amounts for 

the first two quarters of 2015. The second table and chart contain the amounts for the entire 2014 calendar year. 

Investment by Channel 
Q1-2 2015 

PPC (Bing, Facebook, Google, 
LinkedIn, Yahoo) $1,334,983 

SEO $167,925 

Portals/OED $445,633 

Email $56,066 

Internet Advertising $64,344 

Outreach $11,840 

Creative $17,742 

Other (Facebook Video, 
Pandora/Spotify, Test Q3-4) $116,999 

Total $2,215,532 

  

Investment by Channel 
Calendar Year 2014 

PPC (Bing, Facebook, Google, 
LinkedIn, Yahoo) $2,996,232 

SEO $177,065 

Portals/OED $89,841 

Internet Advertising $29,192 

Outreach $2,386 

Other (Radio, fees) $621,284 

Total $3,916,000 
 
Abbreviations: PPC: Pay per Click; SEO: Search Engine Optimization; OED: Online Education Directory 

Where were we and where are we going? 
Pearson Marketing for UF Online launched in December 2013 with Search Engine Marketing (SEM), expanding to additional 

digital mediums (display/banners), radio, and social media through Q2 of 2014.  In Q3/Q4 of 2014 Marketing expanded into 

highly targeted digital advertising mediums, with a focus on the following priorities: 

 Increasing conversion of paid media to lead (RFI) 

 Increasing focus on the FTIC student 

 Increasing out- of -state lead volume and conversion 

In Q1/Q2 of 2015 new channels have been introduced, to have a more diversified portfolio.   The integrated approach is 

important because it reaches our audiences on multiple levels, reinforcing our message and creating a strong “sum of parts.”   

 PPC: Bing, Facebook, Google, LinkedIn, Yahoo 

 SEO  

 Portals/OED 

 Referral (Direct Apps on website, UF referrals) 

 Outreach (Radio, College Fairs) 

 Email 

 Internet Advertising 
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The channel diversification and ability to test and optimize has led to recent successes.  

 Fall 2015 lead flow increased by +31% in-state and +29% out-of-state 

 Videos: Facebook campaign – out-of-state branding, lead generation, website content 

 FPEA Homeschool Conference – FTIC, lead generation, increased exposure 

 SEO content – launched 9 infographics; blogs 

 Database communication & Webinars – yielded 44 applications 

 Social Media- fan base and engagement (35K fans) 

As we move into Q4 of 2015 and beyond, marketing has a heavy focus on improving the out-of-state conversion.   

 Conduct database survey and competitive analysis to impact marketing and recruitment messaging 

 Develop and implement out-of-state cultivation strategy to influence lead-to-application conversion 

 Continue to build web site content to impact SEO rankings – video, blogs,  infographics 

 New audience targets – military, moms 

 Further internet Ad testing w/ FTIC audience 

 Launch high market demand programs in 2016 

Enrollment Management 

The UF Online OneStop Shop was specifically created to optimize operations within the Division of Enrollment Management 

and to provide UF Online students first-class customer service throughout the enrollment lifecycle. Instead of students having 

to call multiple offices for different services, UF Online students conveniently contact one centralized department for 

Admissions processing, the Registar’s Office, Student Financial Affairs, and the Bursar’s Office. While Pearson recruits the 

prospective students and gets their admission files complete, the Onestop is responsbile for all of the backend processing of 

those files and works to finalize the students’ admisisons decisions.  

Transfer Applicants 
Application Processing 

The OneStop began front end processing for UF Online transfer admissions starting summer 2014. Since then the OneStop has 

processed 3,226 transfer applications.  

File completion 

The OneStop has reviewed and processed thousands of documents to complete 2,453 transfer admissions files and has closely 

coordinated decision making with UF Online academic units.  

Decision Making 

The OneStop began centralized decision making for the College of Liberal Arts starting summer 2015.  The majority of UF 

Online’s programs are in the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences. Since then, the OneStop has rendered 690 admissions 

decisions on behalf of the College.  

Freshman Applicants 
UF Online freshman admissions have been managed by the residential freshman admissions office since UF Online began 

accepting freshman for the fall 2014 term.  The OneStop has worked closely with Freshman Admissions since that time and 

began training in August 2015 to transition processing of freshmen applications to the OneStop. Once this transition occurs, all 

UF Online freshmen admissions functions will be handled exclusively by the OneStop. The OneStop also processed all PaCE 

contracts and managed deposit confirmations with this subset of students. 
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OneStop Student Support Activity 
The OneStop provides student support for the University Registrar, Student Financial Affairs and the Bursar’s Office for all UF 

Online students.   

Phone 
The OneStop has received nearly 8,000 incoming calls since summer 2014 (note: these data do not include outgoing calls 

made directly by OneStop Coordinators). Below is a monthly snapshot of incoming calls to the OneStop: 

 

Email 
The OneStop has received over 5,600 emails and sent over 6,300 emails since summer 2014 (note: these data do not include 

emails sent directly to/from OneStop Coordinators’ individual email accounts). Below is a monthly snapshot or incoming 

emails to the OneStop general inbox: 

 

Click to Chat 
The OneStop has been providing student support via Click to Chat since May 2015. The OneStop has fielded 86 chats with an 

average chat time of 23 minutes.  

Student Support 

Student Affairs 

Becoming a Part of the Gator Nation: Transitional support 
Points of pride for this year include the continued rise in the completion of orientation to course enrollment percentage which 

now has hit the 95% mark. The Division of Student Affairs also offers nationally recognized transitional programs to UF Online 

students.  

Since the first semester of UF Online in of spring 2014, over 1,680 students have registered for Links, the UF Online new 

student orientation.  Of those, 90-95% of students who completed Links registered for their first semester. This compares 

favorably to institutions nationally as many institutions experience far lower percentages of conversion for both face-to-face 

and online students. Regular, individually tailored correspondence reminding students to complete Links, get their ID card, 

connect to their academic advisors, and register for classes are sent pre-enrollment as part of Links through the Office of New 

Student and Family Programs. This individual attention and outreach has helped the number of students who go from 

acceptance to enrollment continue to increase. Links orientation prepares students with information about their academic 

programs, course registration procedures and other important policies. This program also provides students a preview of what 

UF offers online students: support, engagement opportunities, and top-tier academic experiences. 

To help provide a more unified academic experience for first time in college (FTIC) UF Online Students the Division of Student 

Affairs has extended its residential Common Reading Program to UF Online, creating a point of connection to all UF FTICs. New 

Student and Family Programs will provide electronics copies of this book to the over 350 freshmen starting in fall 2015.  To 
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further engage students in this unifying experience, UF Online students have been invited to attending New Student 

Convocation either in person or virtually. During this program students will hear from President Fuchs, UF faculty and 

administrators as well as the author, and they will be welcomed into their new community of students and scholars as a part 

of the larger UF community.  

PaCE Group Chat Sessions 
This year the Division of Student Affairs worked closely with academic advisors to host a series of online chats to answer 

questions from applicants and their families about the new Pathway to Campus Enrollment (PaCE) program. Seven online 

chats were hosted during the spring semester. Over 120 people participated in the chats generating over 100 pages of 

transcripts.  Questions ranged from academics, to involvement opportunities, to career placement, and more.  This real time 

engagement opportunity to connect with representatives from the colleges and the Division of Student Affairs helped serve as 

a recruitment and decision making tool for many students.  

First Year Florida 
This year the Division of Student Affairs took one of its top-rated learning experiences: First Year Florida, a one credit success 

seminar on transition, and moved it online creating a section specifically designed for UF Online students. Residential students 

who successfully complete the course continually out pace their peers with higher GPA’s and report a higher level of 

engagement and sense of connection to the university. Course topics include: goal setting, strengths discovery, academic 

preparedness for online learning, and career development. The course also asks students to create a personal and 

professional success plan, to conduct a faculty interview, and to showcase examples personal community engagement. A 

quote from the course is included below.  

Before I started this module about learning styles, I thought I was a visual learner. Come to find out after I 

did the Learning Styles Inventory Test, I'm not as much of a visual learner as I thought. My scores on the 

test were: 17 for visual, 26 for auditory, and 21 for tactile. After I finished the test then I finished the 

lecture. From there I begin to understand more about the learning style. The part of the lecture where 

you breakdown the different types of learning style was really helpful. I'm identified with the auditory and 

tactile learning style. This information will be a great help in my future classes.  

-- Donald (3HH, Sport Management major) 

In response to the success of this course the Division of Student Affairs will explore ways to increase enrollment in this course 

so that students have a strong foundation for academic and career success. 

Student Engagement, Beyond a Campus  
The Division of Student Affairs offers intentional engagement opportunities and programs designed to create a sense of 

belonging as a member of the Gator Nation. These opportunities and programs are designed to help promote personal, 

professional and academic success.  

 Student engagement opportunities for networking have expanded through recreational sports, a virtual student 
organization, and wellness social media campaigns.  

 Career planning and development opportunities connect students with top-tier employers during virtual job 
fairs as well as 24/7 access to tens of thousands of state, national and international employment opportunities 
through UF’s online career portal Gator CareerLink.  

 The Disability Resource Center also provides services for students with disabilities through learning 
accommodations. 

 As the number of UF Online students has grown so has outreach and ongoing support to students who have 
demonstrated signs of distress. Through the campus-wide U Matter We Care Program, the Division of Student 
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Affairs tries to address these personal issues before they negatively impact the ability of students to continue 
pursuing their degrees.  

 

UF Online student Carrie Wiesley (1HH, Sport Management major) notes, “There are a lot of resources available to me even 

though I'm not in Gainesville.” The efforts by the Division of Student Affairs has not gone unnoticed by students, as simply 

stated by Selena Roth (3LS, Criminology major) “I really appreciate the extra effort y'all put in to make sure we know what 

we're doing and how to do what needs to be done.” 

Extended Engagement: Personal, professional and academic success 
The Career Resource Center continues to be a highlight of professional enrichment services offered to UF Online students.  

These services include one-on-one career development coaching via online technology, streaming of various career 

development workshops, use of technology like Google Chat and Google Hang Out to meet the needs of distance learners, 

virtual career fairs, and a comprehensive resource and position career portal. 

A new sense of identity for the UF Online community of learners has been made possible through Recreational Sports. 

Recreational Sports Instagram campaign Live in Motion, provided students a social media connection to share ways they were 

staying healthy and fit through monthly word challenges. This campaign engaged 2,000+ users both online and residentially. 

Student Activities and Involvement have worked with UFO students in order to create virtual student organizations that meet 

their needs.   

Online learners often balance many competing life priorities. We have seen an increase in the number of online students using 

the counseling services available through the U Matter We Care Program. This year the Care Team, professional staff 

members who assist students in distress, provided ongoing care for students dealing with a variety of issues ranging from 

chronic or terminal illnesses to providing primary care for loved to ones to homelessness and debilitating social anxiety. In 

addition, the Dean of Students Office worked with the families, faculty and friends of two online students who died by suicide. 

Care for distance students is a necessity driven not only by concerns for increase retention and graduation rates but also 

because it is part of the fabric of UF- individualized, compassionate attention. 

Student Advising 
As the number of academic programs expands, so does the team of academic advisors working with the UF Online 

students.  Each college is responsible for advising students in their college, and they all have designated advisors specifically 

for the UF Online students.  Once a student is assigned an advisor, they remain with that advisor through graduation, unless 

they change their major.   

The academic advising community is engaging in several activities to help meet student needs.  A wide range of advising 

programs and innovative approaches are being utilized to provide a comprehensive information and support network for all 

UF Online students.  Several examples of such activities are described below. 

Orientation 
The advising community has worked with the Dean of Students Office to provide content for the online orientation called 

LINKS and for a module called PaCE Prep. While advising for new students begins with the LINKS Orientation, the first advising 

session is crucial and is a required step of all new students. During that session, the advisors build rapport with the students, 

answer all questions, assess student needs and abilities, and advise and register them for first term. This session reinforces for 

the student that the advisor is their main point of contact for all academic questions. Students typically will remain with the 

same advisor until they graduate. 
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Communicating with Students 
The typical 8-5 work day is not conducive to the schedules of some UF Online students, especially those living abroad or 

working full time.  In order to be more accessible to these students, CLAS now offers evening appointments 3 evenings per 

week from 6-9 PM.  Video advising and chats are offered to students who prefer to communicate in these ways, but most 

students continue to prefer to communicate on the phone or by email. 

We are developing new and innovative ways to advise students and to insure that they receive all of the necessary 

information. For example the Criminology Department is creating an online advising module for newly admitted majors that 

will include a quiz students must pass in order to move into the advising phase. They will offer both individual and group 

advising sessions to new students each term. 

Assisting with Recruitment 
CLAS academic advisor Meredith Beaupre joined Christina Scott from UF Admissions and a team of Pearson representatives at 

the Florida Parents Educators Association (FPEA) in late May in Orlando for a three day recruiting event. They tabled for a total 

of 24 hours sharing the benefits of UF Online to the audience of approximately 15,000 attendees. This was a great first step in 

educating the home school population about the opportunity to attend the University of Florida in a non-traditional online 

format, and many of them expressed interest in this exciting new opportunity. 

PaCE Group Chat Sessions  
Between February 20 and March 13, the Academic Advising Community partnered with the Dean of Students Office to host 

seven online group chat sessions to answer questions from prospective PaCE students and their parents.  The advisors from 5 

colleges (College of Agricultural and Life Sciences, Warrington College of Business Administration, Health and Human 

Performance, Journalism and Communication, and Liberal Arts and Sciences) as well as representatives from the Dean of 

Students Office answered questions in separate chat rooms.  Over one hundred pages of chat transcripts were saved and 

posted online for students and family members who were unable to attend.   

Webinars 
During the past year Academic Advisors partnered with Pearson to host several live informational webinars. The majors 

included Health Education, Business Administration, and Criminology and Law.  Webinars were recorded and now reside on 

the UF Online YouTube channel (http://bit.ly/UFOnlineWebinars).  

Live Orientation & Receptions 
On Saturday July 21 the Warrington College of Business Administration hosted a live, on-campus Orientation for 

approximately 50 entering UF Online Business students.  Students, mostly from the state of Florida, enjoyed breakout sessions 

on the services offered by the UF OneStop and on how to achieve success by recognizing one’s strengths as well as a group 

advising and registration session. Then a panel of program alumni and current mentors shared their tips for success and 

answered questions from the newly admitted students.  Students were grouped regionally and exchanged contact information 

so they could form study groups once classes begin in the fall. 

On Saturday August 8, the Warrington College of Business Administration hosted a live reception on campus for students and 

family members of graduating online students who were able to attend the commencement ceremony on campus.   

Collaboration 
The UF Online Advising group meets bi-weekly to discuss important topics and issues and serves as the hub of information for 

all student service needs. The group has grown to 70 members comprised of administrators, faculty, the OneStop team, Dean 

of Students Office staff, and advisors from all of the colleges and departments involved with UF Online. A website is 

maintained to serve as a dashboard for this group. Also academic advisors from CLAS will be presenting at the National 

http://bit.ly/UFOnlineWebinars
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Academic Advising Association (NACADA) Annual Conference in September in Las Vegas.  The title of their session is, “Advising 

Online Students: One Size Does Not Fit All.” 

Policies & Practices: Funding, Participation, and Delivery 

The content in Appendix 4, Emerging Policies and Practices in UF Online, was shared with the Deans and Directors this past 

spring (2015) to establish and modify practices and policies in UF Online in regards to the participation, production, and 

delivery business models of UF Online. The policies will help pull together the trifecta and establish a context for the evolving 

business plan as summarized below. 

 Participation/Inclusion 
Participation in UF Online is incentivized by a $100,000 start-up funds to the college that is awarded on a four 
step completion basis conditioned on schedule adherence and quality standards. 
 

 Production 
Production is centered at the Center for Instructional Technology and Teaching (CITT) with sub units located in 
the Colleges of Business, Education, Agriculture and Life Sciences, Engineering and the Distance and Continuing 
Education (DCE) unit of the Associate Provost for Teaching and Technology.  Most of the production (75%) is 
handled by CITT and DCE which are institutionally funded units.  Over flow and/or non-standard production 
efforts are assigned to the subunits as needed by the production manager. Annual maintenance and periodic 
refreshment is carried out by DCE or the subunits as required. 
 

 Delivery 
The delivery funding model is based on a per credit hour algorithm.  Currently the base amount is $65 per credit 
hour. These funds are transferred to the college of course origin for appropriate distribution in support of UF 
Online. Appendix 4 elaborates on a number of delivery options and constraints which constitute the remainder 
of existing policies and practices. 

Academic Integrity 

Current state 
A primary means of upholding the integrity of the academic program is through a 

systematic process of live online student authentication and proctoring services.  

Since the inception of UF Online, ProctorU has been the primary strategic partner 

in maintaining academic integrity on high stakes assessments.   

The table to the right provides details on the number of individual exams 

proctored since UF Online began in January, 2014. 

Future state 
The Associate Provost’s Office of Teaching & Technology is currently facilitating an enterprise-wide Invitation to Negotiate 

(ITN) aimed at securing long-term student authentication and proctoring services for the University.  Both a live and an 

automated, “record and review” solution are sought by the committee charged with reviewing the potential strategic partner 

services to serve UF’s enterprise-wide authentication and proctoring needs in the foreseeable future.  A decision on these 

prime partners will be made by early fall. 

Term Proctored Assessments 

Spring 2014 2841 

Summer 2014 1396 

Fall 2014 4512 

Spring 2015 4851 

Summer 2015 970 

Total 14,570 
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Challenges/Opportunities 
Currently, no provision exists to allow UF Online to pass the cost of online student authentication and proctoring along to the 

student.  Assessments cost approximately $10 per student for each assessment.  The average number of assessments per 

course is approximately three (3).   

Resident students in online courses pay a distance learning fee that may include the cost of assessment.  UF Online is not 

allowed to impose a “distance learning fee” and/or any other fee not specified in the founding legislation.  The latter does 

note that text books are an additional cost.  We are examining the option of bundling access to proctored assessment as part 

of the “texts” of the course. 

Faculty and TA Training 

All UF Online faculty are required to complete the Faculty Institute which is an online workshop on how to create and deliver 

an online course.  The workshop takes 7 - 10 hours to complete.  The class is centered upon the best practices outlined in the 

UF Standards and Markers of Excellence including these main areas: 

 Goals and Objectives 

 Assessment 

 Instructional Materials and Activities 

 Interaction and Engagement 

 Course Technology 

 Accessibility 

As of July of 2015, 261 instructors have completed the workshop.  Individual colleges may, at their discretion, provide an 

equivalent face-to-face course development workshop for their faculty in lieu of the Faculty Institute.   

Teaching Assistants who support UF Online courses are required to be trained through their department or by completing the 

TA Institute online workshop.  The TA Institute was redesigned during the past spring semester and requires approximately 4 

hours to complete.  Course topics include: 

 Online Learning Community 

 Effective Alignment 

 Assignments, Discussion Boards and Rubrics 

 Quizzes 

 Groups 

 Feedback and Time Management 

Face-to-face workshops and training sessions provide opportunities for faculty and teaching assistants to learn new 

techniques and teaching methods. 

 Beyond the Podium Discussion Series - monthly faculty discussion sessions 

o Large Classes:  Maintaining Quality in the Face of Multitudes 

o Making Learning Assessment Work 

o Transforming Learning: Undergraduates as Researches 

 Interface Faculty Seminar - full day workshop 

o “Critical Reflection in Action” 

o Keynote speaker:  Eric Mazur 

 Workshop:  Peer Review for Teaching and Learning 

o Five hour workshop offered over two days 

 Peer2Peer:  A Workshop for Teaching Assistants 

o Three hour workshop covering various topics 
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Research 

The Online Learning Institute (OLI) has now been fully staffed with the appointment of Dr. Kristy Boyer to the Computer 

Science Department.  Dr. Boyer brings expertise in text mining, natural language processing, computer science education, and 

intelligent tutoring systems.  Dr. Boyer comes to UF from the Computer Science Department at North Carolina State 

University.  She joins the current OLI research faculty that includes Professors Carole Beal, Sriram Kalyanaraman, and Angelos 

Parmpoutis. 

Space identified.  With the support of the Provost, suitable space has been located in Yon Hall and will be renovated in fall 

2015.  The space will include a state-of-art research laboratory with an eye-tracking station, collaborative workspaces for the 

OLI team and graduate students, seminar room and staff member offices.  The lab is located on the same floor as the Office of 

Faculty Development and Teaching Excellence, supporting synergistic activities such as joint workshops and speakers. 

Proposals submitted.  As of August 2015, the OLI team has submitted 11 proposals to eight agencies with a total ask of 

$20,625,546.  At this time, no awards have been made, but most proposals are pending. 

Projects in Progress: 

 Assessment of Psychology courses 

 Assessment of Warrington College of Business courses 

 Evaluation of SmartThinking as a supplemental resource 

 Impact of tuition on students’ perceptions of online programs 

Projects Planned: 

 PaCE students 

 Attention and metacognition in online environments 

 Enhancing learning, civility and trust n large online classes 

 Supporting high-quality online discussion 

Outreach 
Consultation with the Economist on upcoming 2015 event “The Future of Higher Education.”  The Economist held the first 

summit on the future of higher education in October 2014.  Since the conclusion of that event, we have provided extensive 

feedback and guidance on the programming for the second version of the summit, scheduled for October 2015. 

Personalized Learning Consortium:  Accelerating the adoption of adaptive learning at public universities.  The PLC intends to 

offer an opportunity to study personalized learning in online environments, with support from the Bill and Melinda Gates 

Foundation.  OLI prepared the Statement of Interest for UF to join this initiative.  We identified three UF programs that would 

serve as testbeds for the integration of adaptive learning models:  Chemistry (Natural Science), Psychology (Social Science) 

and “The Good Life” course for first-year students (Humanities), with an estimated student reach of 25,500. 

Successes & Accolades 

Savings for Florida Residents 
Through UF Online, the State of Florida is investing in the education of her citizens. UF Online has provided significant savings 

for Florida residents while providing access to the best undergraduate education this state has to offer. Over the past 5 

semesters (spring 2014 - summer 2015), in-state students have enrolled in over 28,800 credit hours. If we multiply that 

number by the tuition and fees paid by on-campus students and compare that amount to the tuition paid by UF Online 
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students, we realize that UF Online has saved Florida students over $2,000,000 in tuition. The table below demonstrates the 

amount of savings generated by UF Online for Florida residents. 

Standard UF Tuition & Fees 28,800 x $210.43 = $6,060,384.00 

UF Online Tuition & Fees 28,800 x $129.18 = $3,720,384.00 

Difference $2,340,000.00 

 

Not every student pays these amounts thanks to scholarships, programs such as Bright Futures, and various tuition and fee 

waivers. However we are very proud of the fact the UF Online provides an accessible and affordable path to an undergraduate 

degree for residents of this state.  

Accolades 
Below is a collection of accolades and rankings garnered specifically by UF Online and some of the programs offered through 

UF Online: 

 #13 Best Online Bachelor’s Program, US News and World Reports 

http://www.usnews.com/education/online-education/bachelors/rankings 

 #1 Cheapest Online Colleges with Quality Programs for 2014-15, Affordable Colleges Online 

http://www.affordablecollegesonline.org/cheap-online-colleges/  

 #7 Best Online College, Affordable Colleges Online 

http://www.affordablecollegesonline.org/best-colleges-online/  

 #1 Top Online Psychology Degree, Affordable Colleges Online 

http://www.affordablecollegesonline.org/degrees/psychology-programs/  

 #2 Best Online Psychology Program, The Best Schools 

http://www.thebestschools.org/rankings/30-best-online-bachelor-psychology-degree-programs/ 

 #1 Top College for Criminology Offered Online, College Factual 

http://www.collegefactual.com/majors/social-sciences/criminology/rankings/top-ranked-online/ 

 #7 Top Smart Choice Schools for Online Bachelors in Business Administration, Super Scholar 

http://superscholar.org/best-online-bachelors-in-business-administration-degrees/  

Challenges 
The challenges associated with any new initiative often emerge from the unknown or unanticipated.  The “disruptive 

innovation” aspect of online learning and the commitment of UF Online to “lead, not linger” in this dynamic environment 

means that equilibrium is elusive and change is constant.  The current primary issues in the challenge portfolio include: 

1. Bringing intensive lab experiences into the virtual world.  There are a number of online lab software products 

currently in the market and there are some that we have developed locally.  However, the chemistry, physics, 

and biology labs associated with pre-health curriculum (medicine, dentistry, and veterinary medicine) have not 

yet been captured online to the satisfaction of the professions.  We now offer “bootcamp” solutions but our 

challenge is to develop/discover online lab experiences that will satisfy the professions. 

2. The textbook affordability question should be among the educational solutions included in an “access” initiative.  

However, the legislation language and the publishers’ practices present a challenge.  This is a challenge for 

which we are developing responses through customized “textbook” content as well as possible board approval 

of a “text book fee”.  

http://www.usnews.com/education/online-education/bachelors/rankings
http://www.affordablecollegesonline.org/cheap-online-colleges/
http://www.affordablecollegesonline.org/best-colleges-online/
http://www.affordablecollegesonline.org/degrees/psychology-programs/
http://www.thebestschools.org/rankings/30-best-online-bachelor-psychology-degree-programs/
http://www.collegefactual.com/majors/social-sciences/criminology/rankings/top-ranked-online/
http://superscholar.org/best-online-bachelors-in-business-administration-degrees/
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3. As noted, the cost of assessment is a cost that is passed to the resident student but that option is currently not 

available for UF Online. 

4. Student engagement is a continuing challenge for UF Online and it remains a focal point of many of our recent 

efforts to ensure a robust student experience. A recent Gallup-Purdue survey of 30,000 college graduates found 

that graduates’ success in the workplace and overall happiness doubled when students could engage with 

mentors, participate in internships, and actively engage in extracurricular activities and organizations. We are 

examining how UF Online can continue to adopt these and other factors found to drive student success. 

5. Successfully recruiting out-of-state students.  The program has not been able to meet expectations in terms of 

out-of-state student enrollment.  Recent change in marketing strategy and media mix has generated an 

increased number of leads but the enrollments and tuition revenues are significantly below expectations and 

the minimum key performance indicators. 

New Initiatives 

Teaching Innovations 
UF Online continues to explore tools and techniques that support students’ needs.  Adaptive learning has the potential to 

deliver appropriate learning objects to students as they need them.  UF Online has focused adaptive learning efforts on the 

General Chemistry sequence.  In the next phase of adaptive learning exploration, media objects will be integrated with 

engagement questions to trigger the release of content.  

 

True adaptive learning will require analysis all of the data surrounding the student experience to identify how each student 

learns best.  During the coming fall, UFIT will work with faculty to determine the data collection and analytics needs to support 

the next phase of the project which will be to deliver a customized learning path for each student. 

Social learning through group work and discussion is used in the majority of UF Online courses.  Science and math courses will 

be using collaborative whiteboard tools.  Teaching Assistants will oversee student teams working together to solve problem 

sets. 

The Canvas course management system supports mobile learning through mobile apps.  Many of the course activities can be 

done anywhere including: 

 View course schedule and syllabus 

 View and respond to discussions 

 Turn in homework 

 Upload video and audio recordings 

 View course pages 

 Participate in groups 

Fortress Education/Smart Education  
We are in conversation with this firm in regards to their proposal that they represent UF Online in Brazil and to also consider 

the possibility of a dual diploma program that might be offered by UF Online to students in Brazil and Latin America.  This firm 

currently has an agreement with Florida Virtual School for a dual high school diploma and this initiative, “Smart High School” 

currently serves 10,000 public school students in Brazil.  These conversations are in an early state but the possibilities are 

promising. 

Knowillage Test  

Fall 2013

Learning Object Creation

2015

Learning Object to LMS Data Transfer Pilot

Fall 2015

Data Analysis from Pilot

Spring 2016
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EdAssist 
UF has been invited to join the EdAssist Education Network.  EdAssist, a division of Bright Horizons, works to connect 

universities with corporate clients and their employees to maximize the benefits of corporate tuition assistance programs.  

There is no fee for UF to become part of this Education Network – the corporate client subscribes to EdAssist services.  

Typically the participating institution would offer reduced tuition to a dedicated set of employee student – an option available 

for UF Online out of state.  EdAssist has 130 clients that include such firms as American Express, Microsoft, Shell, Pepsi, and 

the members of the Education Network include such institutions as Duke, Penn State World Campus, and Cornell. 

Combined Degree Programs 
Several colleges offer resident students a combined degree opportunity – sometimes called a “3+1” or “4+1” option.  

Generally the option provides a curricular pathway for a student to enroll in graduate level classes while still an 

undergraduate. Successful completion of such courses would provide credit towards both degrees. 

Pathway to Campus Enrollment (PaCE) 
Beginning with the freshman class of 2015, we are initiating a 

new program aimed at increasing access to a UF education even 

further. The program is called the Pathway to Campus Enrollment 

(PaCE). Every year UF denies admission to many qualified 

students because there is not sufficient capacity for them at the 

lower division. Given the significant capacity available through UF 

Online, we can now accommodate these students for the first 60 

hours of their undergraduate education via online classes. Many 

of the students who previously would have been denied 

admission, have been offered the opportunity to begin their 

education through UF Online. Once they reach their upper 

division coursework, they have a choice of two options depending 

upon their major: 

1. They can transition to face-to-face courses on campus in order to complete their degree.  

2. They can remain in UF Online to complete their degree online. 

Through PaCE we have been able to offer admission to over 3,000 additional applicants. This represents an increase of 22% in 

the size of our admitted pool. Thanks to this new program UF has been able to offer admission to 55% of total applicants, 

rather than to 45%. The PaCE program has been greeted with considerable interest and enthusiasm. Over 270 students have 

accepted the offer to enroll at UF through PaCE.  

PaCE in Relation to UF Online 
It is important to understand that PaCE is an admission program; UF Online is a degree program.  UF Online, as a concept and 

as a program, is not dependent on PaCE.  PaCE was developed to provide additional access to UF education.  It was not 

developed to increase UF Online enrollment.  The fact that it does is incidental and the fact that some students who enter the 

world of UF education through this Pathway may or may not transfer to on campus programs is a sidebar. 

UF Online is charged with the development of comprehensive four year baccalaureate degree programs and that is what it is 

doing. 

  

45%

10%

45%

FTIC Applicants for Summer/Fall 2015

Standard Admission PaCE Admission Denied
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Appendix 1: Student Profiles & Testimonials 
Students in UF Online come from a wide array of backgrounds. Below is a small sample of the type of student this program 

serves. 

 38 year old Biology student living in South Florida, FTIC, animal behaviorist. 

 25 year old Geology student living in North Carolina, out of state Junior College transfer, full-time pilot. 

 60 year old Biology student, FTIC (brought in 9 hours), works for the federal government and has a new 
deployment every 3 months. Is often deployed to Alaska. 

 24 year old Biology student, in state lower division transfer, lives in Germany (husband is stationed there), stay-
at-home mom to 2 kids, husband is deployed to the Middle East. 

 

Below is more detailed profile of student who is planning to graduate at the end of the fall 2015 semester: 

 43 year old male, single dad, 2 kids 

 Stopped out of UF in 1994 after a couple tough semesters due to personal/family issues 

 Starting working full time, remained in Gainesville, but was able to return to school because of his schedule and 
family life 

 Readmitted to UF Online in Criminology Fall 2014  

 UF Online provided opportunity to complete degree while working and taking care of his kids 

 On-track to graduate Fall 2015 (will have completed final 40 credits in UF Online) 

 Has been an “A” student since returning and is seriously considering pursuing graduate school after graduation 

 UF Online allowed him to fulfill a lifelong dream of graduating from UF 

Testimonials 
Below are a few of the testimonials that we have received from current students and recent graduates on the UF Online 

Facebook page (https://www.facebook.com/UFOnline). You can read more about the experiences of our students in their own 

words at http://ufonline.ufl.edu/students/.  

 

https://www.facebook.com/UFOnline
http://ufonline.ufl.edu/students/
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Appendix 2: Proposed Update to UF Standards & Markers of 
Excellence 
Note: Items designated with (E) are exemplary. 

1 Content 

 Welcome video from instructor describes and outlines the course. 

 Course goals are clearly stated. 

 Course deadlines are clear. 

 Course materials are presented to students in segments or units aligned with specific objectives and activities. 

 Students engage with course content in a variety of ways. 

 Course contains engaging lectures/presentations. 

 Presentations are divided into short segments no longer than 20 minutes each where applicable (4-10 minutes is ideal). 

 All resources and materials in the course are appropriately cited. 

 (E) Introductory quiz confirms student understanding of the syllabus, course requirements, and required tools and technologies. 

 (E) Course includes optional additional practice or inquiry resources above and beyond the required content. 

2 Instructional Methods 
  Learning objectives align with learning and assessment activities.  

  Learning objectives are posted in the weekly overviews, modules, or sub-sections of the course. These objectives also align with the 
overall course goals. 

  Assessments are consistent with the course materials, activities, and resources. 

  Expectations and requirements for student performance and behavior are clearly provided (syllabus, netiquette, guidelines, rubrics, 
checklists). 

  Assessments are given in an appropriate time period after the learning activities have taken place. 

  Ongoing, multiple assessment strategies are used to measure content knowledge, attitudes, and skills. 

  (E) Assignments or project-based assessments encourage students to utilize critical thinking skills. 

  (E) Team-based projects or activities including peer-review are an integral part of the course. 

  (E) Peer and/or self-assessment is indicated for one or more assignments, and a rubric is provided. 

  (E) Students are encouraged to create content for presentation to their peers. 

  (E) Students are given the opportunity to relate personal experiences and apply their background knowledge/skills to the coursework. 
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  (E) Course includes both synchronous and asynchronous activities. Recordings are made available to those who cannot attend 
synchronous sessions. 

  (E) Course uses interactive and competition strategies to engage students with content and each other. 

  (E) Rubrics are used for grading and shared with students in advance of assignments. 

3 Communication & Interaction 
  Participation expectations are explicit and easy to find. 

  Methods and frequency of instructor feedback are provided. 

  Opportunity for student-faculty and student-student interactions is available and encouraged. 

  Feedback about student performance is provided in a timely manner throughout the course as stated in the syllabus. 

  The instructor seeks student feedback regarding assignments, materials, and presentations.  

  Syllabus states a response/feedback policy (recommended: within 24 hours during the work week and 48 hours on weekends)  

  (E) Instructor provides links to tutorials/information on how students can become successful online learners. 

  (E) Students are encouraged to use images and video options to interact with students and instructor. 

  (E) Instructor incorporates feedback to improve the course while in progress. 

  (E) Instructor provides optional resources for those students who may need them. 

4 Technology 
  Requirements and expectations of technology use are clearly stated. 

  Tutorials, practice, and/or remediation resources for specialized technologies are provided. 

  Instructions and tutorials on how to use the course technology are conveniently located. 

  Provisions are in place to allow for potential failures of technology, and are clearly expressed to students. 

  The tools and media are compatible with prevailing standards and formats. Information on the length of the media is recommended. 

  Courses that have more than 50% of the grade from online quizzes and exams use appropriate online security measures. 

  All media is accessible cross-platform, mobile-compatible, and is available in both streaming and downloadable formats (where 
possible.) 

  (E) Course utilizes a variety of technologies for student participation and engagement. 

  (E) As part of the course assignments, students must learn and use specialized technologies (software/hardware) relevant to the course 
content.  

5 Course Accessibility, Design, & Organization 

  Course starting point is clearly demarcated. 

  Course organization and navigation is logical and consistent throughout the course. 

  Course uses headings, subheadings and lists to organize document structure. (See Quick Guide to Online Course Accessibility)  

  Color is not used to convey meaning in the course website. 

  The default alt text inserted by Canvas is edited to describe the image.  (See Quick Guide to Online Course Accessibility) 

  Font and background colors within course website and presentations are contrasted for easy readability. 

  PDF documents (if used) can be read by a screen reader (text in the document is selectable.)  

  (E) Images are relevant and high-quality. 

  (E) Course layout and visuals are attractive and guide the student to focus on important concepts. 

  (E) Course videos are Closed Captioned or a script is provided where needed. 
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Appendix 3:  Student Faculty Evaluation Responses 
 

 
Spring 2014 Summer 2014 Fall 2014 Spring 2015 

 UF 
Online Resident 

UF 
Online Resident 

UF 
Online Resident 

UF 
Online Resident 

Response Rate 36% 39% 34% 26% 33% 41% 40% 41% 

Description of course objectives and assignments 4.39 4.33 4.43 4.44 4.38 4.28 4.44 4.33 

Communication of ideas and information 4.22 4.20 4.31 4.32 4.23 4.13 4.31 4.20 

Expression of expectations for performance in this class 4.28 4.29 4.40 4.41 4.31 4.23 4.40 4.30 

Availability to assist students in or out of class 4.33 4.27 4.35 4.38 4.18 4.22 4.31 4.26 

Respect and concern for students 4.44 4.37 4.49 4.49 4.40 4.32 4.39 4.36 

Stimulation of interest in course 4.30 4.19 4.21 4.34 4.21 4.14 4.26 4.21 

Facilitation of learning 4.17 4.16 4.21 4.30 4.18 4.10 4.24 4.18 

Enthusiasm for the subject 4.36 4.45 4.46 4.52 4.47 4.40 4.46 4.45 

Encouragement of independent, creative, and critical 
thinking 

4.20 4.25 4.27 4.38 4.28 4.19 4.36 4.26 

Overall rating of the instructor 4.26 4.26 4.32 4.39 4.23 4.19 4.32 4.25 

Amount learned 4.26 4.05 4.15 4.16 4.10 3.99 4.19 4.06 

Amount of effort required 4.10 3.99 4.14 4.00 4.17 3.97 4.19 3.98 

Difficulty of the subject matter 3.86 3.80 3.87 3.69 3.86 3.77 3.83 3.79 

The educational value (relevance) of this course 4.16 4.05 4.19 4.04 4.13 4.01 4.19 4.09 

Expected grade 4.19 4.19 4.06 4.24 4.06 4.15 4.10 4.21 
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Appendix 4: Emerging Policies and Practices in UF Online 

PARTICIPATION PRODUCTION AND DELIVERY BUSINESS MODELS 

Participation/Inclusion 
All majors selected for inclusion in UF Online, beginning Fall, 2015, will generate start-up funds for the College These funds can 

total $100,000 and the conditions and timing associated with the distribution of these funds will be as follows: 

 Timing 
o $25,000 at time of designation and approval (UCC) as a major for UF Online 
o $25,000 when all major courses have been produced and delivery schedule agreed upon (UFO curriculum 

coordinator) 
o $25,000 in the first term major courses are offered 
o $25,000 in the first term all major courses have been offered 

 Conditions: 
o Acceptance of the initial grant ($25,000) is a commitment to UF Online and all related schedules and quality 

standards. 
o All fund transfer from UFO to College. All such funds must be used in support of dedicated UF Online activity. 

Production 
First time production will be supported by payments directly to the content provider (faculty) of $3,500 per credit hour 

 First Time production (when completed) 

o Content Provider (Faculty) 

 $3,500 per credit hour 

o Instructional Design and Facilitator 

 $3,500 per credit hour (Excluding CITT) 

o Annual Maintenance - $1,000 per course/College; July 1 

o Refreshment [3 year life] (when completed) 

 $1,750 per credit hour content provider 

 $1,250 per credit hour instructional designer et al 

o Lab production – subject to negotiation 

Delivery Funding  
3 credit courses; a course includes all sections of a course 

 UF Online Courses with 10 or fewer students 
o College receives $1,950  
o Revenues accrue to UF Online Main (UFO) 

 UF Online Courses with 11 to 20 students 
o College receives $3,900  
o Revenues accrue to UFO Main 

 UF Online Courses with 21-40 students 
o College receives $7,800  
o Revenues accrue to UFO Main 

 UF Online Courses with 41-60 students 
o College receives $11,700  
o Revenues accrue to UFO Main 

 UF Online Courses with ≥ 61 students 
o Revenues ($65 per SCH) accrue to College 

 Course compensation computations based on three (3) credit course. The adjustment factor for other course credit 
levels 

o 1 credit = 3 credit/3 
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o 2 credit= 3 credit/2 
o 4 credit = 3 credit x 1.33 
o 5 credit = 3 credit x 1.67 

Delivery Options 
 Co-listing – the course has a UFO section and a UF residential section 

o Base faculty compensation from non-UFO source in accordance with faculty contract 
o Funds made available (see section C) to be used for teaching assistance and/or faculty overload 

 “Stand-alone” course – no co-listing 
o Delivery of stand-alone courses that have been fully produced with appropriate content provider 

compensation will be designed for delivery with TA or “minder” participation only.  The Dean/Department 
Chair could assign within load “minder” duties to faculty. 

 Low enrollment courses/majors 
o Any course which averages 10 or less enrollments per term offered over a 2 year period will be removed from 

UF Online curriculum 
o Any major which has less than 60 unique students 2 years after introduction will be removed from the list of 

UFO majors 

Advising 
The memo of May 21, 2014 has been revised to now read: 

A key component of online education is the advising of students. For every 60 UF Online students enrolled in a given major, 

$12,500 will be provided to the College in which the major resides. A maximum of $50,000 will be provided for each major. 

These funds are to be used by the College to support UF Online students through advising, career consultation, and other 

forms of student engagement.  UF Online will provide these funds at the start of each fiscal year beginning July 1, 2014 and 

annually through fiscal year 2017-18 when an alternative funding model for this component (not yet specified) will be put in 

place. 
Delivery Options 

 Colleges, Departments, Programs may not limit enrollment in UF Online sections either by applying an 

“unreasonable” cap or department control without consultation with the Director of UF Online. 

 The newly appointed coordinator of UF Online curriculum will/is developing a course map in consultation with the 

major directors which will maintain a rolling list of courses to be offered and when within a one academic year 

horizon.  Commitments to the map will be used by advisors and students for enrollment planning and such 

commitments must be honored. 

Intellectual Property 
In accordance with the Intellectual Property Policy (IPP) of the University as well as the current Collective Bargaining 

Agreement (CBA),  

“A University-supported work is the property of the University” (IPP, p.7, 2nd para) 

 “Works owned by the University.  (1) Instructional material if the university has either (a) expressly commissioned the 

faculty member in writing to produce, or participate in the production of, the work with University funds for a specific 

University purpose; or (b) expressly assigned the faculty member in writing to produce, or participate in the 

production of, the work.” (CBA, Art. 22.4(b))  

A “work” shall include any copyrightable material, such as printed material, computer software or databases, audio and visual 

material, circuit diagrams, architectural drawings, lectures, musical or dramatic compositions, choreographic works, and 

pictorial or graphic works.(IPP, p.4, C.1.c.) 
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Appendix 5: General Education Courses 
Course Number Course Name GenEd 

MAR3023 Principles of Marketing S 

AEB3671 Comparative World Agriculture N, S 

AEC3033C Research & Business Writing in Ag/Life Sciences WR 

ALS3133 Agriculture and Environmental Quality P 

AMH2010 The United States to 1877 H 

AMH2020 American History Since 1877 H 

ANT2410 Intro to Cultural Anthropology S, D 

ANT3141 Development of World Civilizations H, N 

ANT3141 Development of World Civilizations H, N 

ANT3451 Race and Racism S, D, WR 

APK2100C Anatomy B 

APK2105C Human Physiology with Lab B 

APK2105C Human Physiology with Lab B 

ARC1720 Survey of Architecture History H, N, WR 

ARH2000 Art Appreciation H, D 

AST1002 Discovering the Universe P 

BSC2005 Concepts in Biology B 

BSC2005L Laboratory in Biological Sciences B 

BSC2010 Integrated Principles of Biology I B 

BSC2010L Integrated Principles of Biology I Lab B 

CBH3003 Comparative Behavior B 

CCJ3024 Principles of Criminal Justice S 

CCJ3701  Research Methods in Criminal Justice S 

CHM1025 Introductory Chemistry P 

CHM1030 Introduction to Chemistry Concepts P 

CHM1031 Introduction to Chemistry Concepts II P 

CHM1083 Consumer Chemistry P 

CHM2045 General Chemistry I P 

CHM2046 General Chemistry II P 

CHM2046L General Chemistry II Lab P 

CJJ4010  Juvenile Justice S 

CJL2000 Law and Legal Process S 

CLA2100 The Glory that was Greece H 

CLA2120 The Grandeur that was Rome H, N 

CLP3144 Abnormal Psychology S 

COT3100 Applications of Discrete Structures  M 

CPO2001 Comparative Politics N, S 

DEP3053 Developmental Psychology S 

EAB3002 Principles of Behavior Analysis S 

ECO2013 Principles of Macroeconomics S 

ECO2023 Principles of Microecomics S 

ENC1101 Writing Academic Arguments C 

ENC1102 Rhetoric and Academic Research C 

ENC2210 Technical Writing C 

ENC3246 Professional Communication for Engineers C, WR 

ENC3254 Writing in the Law C, WR 

ENY3005 + ENY3005L Principles of Entomology + Lab B 

ENY4660 + ENY4660L Medical and Veterinary Entomology + Lab B 

ESC1000 Introduction to Earth Science P 
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EXP3604 Cognitive Psychology S 

GEB3219 Writing and Speaking in Business C 

GEO2200 Introductory Physical Geography P 

GEO2200L Introductory Physical Geography Lab P 

GEO2242 Extreme Weather P 

GEO2500 Global and Regional Economies S, WR 

GEO3162C Introduction to Quantitative Analysis for Geographers P 

GEO3250 Climatology P 

GLY1880 Earthquakes, Volcanoes and Other Hazards P 

GLY2030C Environmental Engineering Geology P 

GLY3105C Evolution of Earth and Life in North America P 

GLY3163 Geology of National Parks P 

GLY4155C Geology of Florida -‐ capstone P 

HSC3102 Personal and Family Health S 

HUM2305 What is the Good Life? H 

HUN2201 Human Nutrition B 

IDS2338 Rethinking Citizenship S 

LAS2001 Introduction to Latin America H,S, N 

LEI2181 Leisure in Contemporary Society S 

LEI2181 Leisure in Contemporary Society S 

LIT2000 Introduction to Literature H 

MAC1105 Basic College Algebra M 

MAC1114 Trigonometry M 

MAC1140 Pre-calculus Algebra M 

MAC1147 Pre-calculus Algebra and Trig M 

MAC2233 Survey of Calculus M 

MAC2311 Calculus 1 M 

MAC2312 Analytic Geometry & Calculus 2 M 

MAC2313 Analytic Geometry & Calculus 3 M 

MAN3025 Principles of Management S 

MGF1106 Mathematics for Liberal Arts I M 

MUL2010 Introduction to Music Literature H, N, WR 

PAD3003 Introduction to Public Administration S 

PHI2010 Introduction to Philosophy H, WR 

PHI2630 Contemporary Moral Issues H, WR 

PHY2020 Introduction to the Principles of Physics P 

PHY2048 Physics I with Calculus  P 

PHY2048L Physics I with Calculus Lab P 

PHY2049 Physics with Calculus 2  P 

PHY2049L Physics with Calculus 2 lab P 

POS2041 American Federal Government S 

PSY2012 General Psychology S 

REL2121 American Religious History H, D 

REL2300 World Religions H, N 

REL3191 Death and the Afterlife H, WR 

RTV3405 TV and American Society S 

SOP3004 Introduction to Social Psychology S 

STA2023 Introduction to Statistics 1 M 

STA3032 Engineering Statistics M 

SWS2007 The World of Water P 

SWS3022 Introduction to Soils in the Environment P 

SWS4116  Environmental Nutrient Management P 

SYD3700 Minorities D, S 
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SYD4800 Sociology of Gender D, S 

SYG2000 Principles of Sociology S 

SYG2010  Social Problems S 

SYG2430 Marriages and Families D, S 

SYO4530 Social Inequality D, S 

SYP3000 Society and the Individual S 

SYP3510 Deviance S 

THE2000 Theatre Appreciation H, D 

WST2322 Introduction to Health Disparities S, D 
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Appendix 6: Academic Year Summaries 
 

  Headcount Enrollments Credit Hours Tuition 

Term6 
In-

State 

Out-
of-

State Total 
In-

State 

Out-
of-

State Total 
In-

State 

Out-
of-

State Total In-State 
Out-of-
State Total 

201401 577 19 596 1,347 60 1,407 5,062 198 5,260 $542,174 $32,186 $574,360 

201405 A 83 14 97 112 19 131 336 57 393 $36,260 $7,160 $43,420 

201405 C 425 5 430 740 7 747 2,943 19 2,962 $315,011 $2,891 $317,902 

AY 2014 658 26 684 2,199 86 2,285 8,341 274 8,615 $893,446 $42,236 $935,682 

Model AY 2014 157 52 209 342 125 467 1,026 374 1,400 $114,840 $159,120 $273,960 

%  419% 50% 327% 643% 69% 489% 813% 73% 615% 778% 27% 342% 

201405 B 74 10 84 97 10 107 287 29 316 $30,410 $3,815 $34,224 

201408 849 42 891 2,130 130 2,260 7,641 411 8,052 $809,190 $138,372 $947,562 

201501 919 49 967 2,361 140 2,501 8,147 454 8,601 $880,887 $170,792 $1,051,679 

201505 A 204 20 224 269 25 294 807 72 879 $93,069 $23,322 $116,391 

201505 C 572 23 595 928 33 961 3,632 105 3,737 $400,069 $38,038 $438,107 

AY 2015 1,229 90 1,319 5,785 338 6,123 20,514 1,071 21,585 $2,213,624 $374,339 $2,587,963 

Model AY 2015 990 315 1,304 3,370 1,271 4,641 10,110 3,814 13,924 $1,137,376 $1,621,035 $2,758,410 

%  124% 29% 101% 172% 27% 132% 203% 28% 155% 195% 23% 94% 

 


